The Newark Museum is pleased to recognize its generous donors — individuals, foundations and corporations — in the year 2018. With their support, the Museum has helped youth, adults, seniors and families explore art and ideas to promote lifelong learning.
MUSEUM TRUSTEES 2018

EX OFFICIO
The Honorable Philip D. Murphy
Governor, State of New Jersey

The Honorable Ras J. Baraka
Mayor, City of Newark

The Honorable Joseph N. DiVincenzo, Jr.
Essex County Executive

The Honorable Mildred C. Crump
President, Newark Municipal Council

The Honorable Roger León
Superintendent, Newark Public Schools
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Christine C. Gilfillan
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Robert H. Doherty
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Peter B. Sayre
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Deborah Kasindorf
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Mary Sue Sweeney Price

Clifford Blanchard
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Joseph L. Buckley
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Robert H. Doherty
Christine C. Gilfillan
Stephanie Glickman
Kathy Grier
Jeffrey S. Jacobson
Allen J. Karp
Deborah Kasindorf
Arlene Lieberman
Judith Lieberman
Shahid Malik
Natalie McKenzie
Marshall B. McLean
Ronald M. Ollie
Andrew H. Richards
William C. Robinson
Seth L. Rosen
Peter B. Sayre
Monica Slater Stokes
Eliza Shanley Sutte
Eric D. Weinstock
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Ronald M. Ollie
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Norman R. Patz
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Susan Satz
Joyce Sharkey
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THANK YOU TO OUR MOST GENEROUS DONORS
The Newark Museum recognizes the following donors who made cumulative gifts of $20,000 and up in 2018.

$500,000 +
City of Newark - Department of Finance
New Jersey State Council on the Arts
Prudential Financial, Inc.
The Prudential Foundation
PSEG Foundation

$100,000 - $499,999
Bank of America
Estate of Marie Garibaldi
Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation, Inc.
The Henry Luce Foundation, Inc.
The Horizon Foundation for New Jersey
The MCJ Amelior Foundation
The Nicholson Foundation
PSN Family Charitable Trust
The Sagner Family Foundation
Victoria Foundation

$50,000 - $99,999
Anonymous (2)
The Howard Bayne Fund
Estate of Phyllis and Sanford Bolton
E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Foundation
James Chervenak
The Coby Foundation, Ltd.
Estate of Ina Golub
F.M. Kirby Foundation, Inc.
Blanche and Irving Laurie Foundation
Arlene Lieberman
Walton Family Foundation and the Ford Foundation
The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts

$20,000 - $49,999
American Express Company
Aroha Philanthropies
Mary and Clifford Blanchard
The Charles E. and Edna T. Brundage Charitable Foundation
CareCentrix, Inc.
Cognizant Technology Solutions Charitable Fund
Ellie and Max Cohen
Estate of Steven Dvorak
The Gelfand Family Foundation
The Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation
Kathy and Mark Grier
Hollister Construction Services
Hyde and Watson Foundation
Jackson Hole Art Auction LLC
Lisa Kabnick and John McFadden
National Endowment for the Arts
Laura J. Niles Foundation, Inc.
The Provident Bank Foundation
Public Service Electric Gas Company
Cynthia and Andrew H. Richards
Riverside Medical Group
Saint Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton Foundation
Fannie & Morris Sklaw Foundation, Inc.
State of New Jersey
Mary Kay and John Strangfeld
TD Charitable Foundation
Turrell Fund
United Airlines
The Eleanor Upton Charitable Foundation
PROJECT SUPPORT
The Newark Museum is pleased to recognize donors to core programs and activities that inspire conversation, creativity and growth in visitors of all ages.

Prudential Financial, Inc.
Prudential Foundation
Walton Family Foundation and Ford Foundation
The Henry Luce Foundation, Inc.
Victoria Foundation
PSEG Foundation
The Horizon Foundation for New Jersey
Bank of America
The Nicholson Foundation
The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts
E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Foundation
PSN Family Charitable Trust
The Howard Bayne Fund
James Chervenak
Anonymous (2)
The New York Community Trust,
Wattles Family Charitable Fund
The Coby Foundation, Ltd.
Turrell Fund
National Endowment for the Arts
The Gelfand Family Foundation
American Express Company
Blanche and Irving Laurie Foundation
Cognizant Technology Solutions Charitable Fund
Dr. Loren Lipson
Lisa Kabnick and John McFadden
The Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation

The Provident Bank Foundation
Laura J. Niles Foundation, Inc.
TD Charitable Foundation
The Fannie & Morris Sklaw Foundation, Inc.
Hyde and Watson Foundation
Korea Foundation
Aroha Philanthropies
NJ Department of State,
Office of Faith Based Initiatives
Ellie and Max Cohen
Sophia and Abel Sheng
United Airlines
Wacoal International Corporation
AT&T Foundation
Josh and Judy Weston Family Foundation, Inc.
Frederick J. Brotherton Charitable Foundation
The Schumann Fund for New Jersey
Tito’s Handmade Vodka
Tracy Cate
Union Foundation
E.J. Grassmann Trust
The S. R. Ehrlich Family Foundation
Investors Foundation
Dr. Young Yang Chung
Jennifer A. Chalsty
Aviation Development Council, Inc.
Walter Santner
Amy and Bob Katz
Arlene S. Lieberman
The Ryan Family Foundation
The Sandra and Louis Grotta Foundation, Inc.
The Merrill G. and Emita E. Hastings Foundation
The Paula and William J. Marino Family
Wells Fargo
Community Foundation of New Jersey,
Greenfield Family Fund
Monica and Carlos Camin
Susan Rodriguez and Charles F. Lowrey
Judith and Lester Lieberman Foundation
Susan L. Beningson
Margaret and Christopher C. Laffey
Parbati Dasgupta
Julie and Lewis Stone
Patricia and James L. Bellis
Mrs. George R. Cole
Ann and Melvyn Schaffer
Seol Won Foundation
Judith and Donald L. Robinson
Christopher M. Wiedenmayer
Dr. Elois and Algernon Phillips
Shau-wai and Marie Lam
Best Buy Foundation
Whole Foods

GIFTS TO THE COLLECTIONS
The following donors made gifts that enrich the Newark Museum’s collections for future visitors.

Estate of Edgar and Joyce Anderson
The Thomas N. Armstrong III Family
Dr. Susan L. Beningson and Steve Arons
Jay Cantor
Gift of The Collection of Barbara and Tracy Cate
Barrie Tait Collins
Estate of Ina Golub
Jacqueline Henion
Judith and Lester Lieberman
Dr. Loren G. Lipson
Anne W. Mininberg
Museum of the City of New York
Lloyd Prator
Wendy Red Star

William C. Robinson
Stewart G. Rosenblum
Rhoda Sydney
R. Mitchell and Joyce C. Wiggin
from the Thorne Family

Through a generous gift from the collection of Judith and Lester Lieberman, the Sagner Plaza at the Washington Street entrance is now enlivened by Double Feet, a major work by New York artist Tom Otterness. (from left: Dr. Tricia Laughlin Bloom, Curator of American Art; Tom Otterness; Judith Lieberman, Trustee)
EVENT SUPPORT
The Newark Museum wishes to thank supporters of special events for their tireless effort and creativity. With their help, the Museum builds community and raises funds for its operations.

NEWARK MUSEUM LEGACY GALA

VISIONARY
Prudential Financial, Inc.

PARTNERS
Bank of America
CareCentrix, Inc.
Kathy and Mark Grier
Hollister Construction Services
Riverside Medical Group
Public Service Electric Gas Company
The MCJ Amelior Foundation
United Airlines

FRIENDS
Debevoise & Plimpton LLP
Deloitte LLP
Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield of New Jersey
Kelley Drye & Warren LLP
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
KPMG LLP
Lab Corp of America
Lieberman, Arlene
McGaran & English LLP
Michael Graves Architecture & Design
Milliman, Inc.
Mizuho Corporate Bank USA
Navigant Consulting
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Reed Smith LLP
The Sagner Family Foundation
Willis Towers Watson
Wm. Blanchard Company

PATRONS
Accenture Workplace Solutions
Bank of New York Mellon
Cisco
Citigroup
Credit Suisse
eviCore Healthcare
Samuel A. Ramirez and Co., Inc.
Sills Cummins & Gross P.C.
Societe Generale Corporate & Investment Banking
TD Bank, N. A.

DONORS
Ernst & Young
Deutsche Bank Securities, Inc.
Newark Beth Israel Medical Center
PKF O’Connor Davies LLP
PNC Bank
Rutgers University - Newark
State Street Financial Center
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.

GOLD DINNER RESERVATIONS
Judith Lieberman

SILVER DINNER RESERVATIONS
Rolande Borno
Liz and Dean Durling
Friedman Kaplan Seiler & Adelman LLP
Aisha Glover
Jacqueline Greene
Libby Heller and Meyer Gottlieb
Ayana Jackson and William Jiggetts
Emily-Jane Kirwan and Jay Grimm
Miriam and Basil Maher
Kimberly and Marshall McLean
Mary Sue Sweeney Price
Diane E. Ridley, MD and W. James White
Gail and William C. Robinson
Sophia and Abel Sheng
Melanie and Alan Smith
Geraldine Staadecker and Stephen Gilbert
James Dell’Arena
Tom DePatie
Joseph Di Francesco
Uliese Diaz
Elizabeth Dietrich
Ulysses Dietz
Lee Ann Dillon
John Divita
Robert H. Doherty
Meyrick Douglas
Dean Durling
Eastman Companies
Mary Ann and Stephen Ehrlich
Nancye and Robert Falzon
The Fidelco Group
Fiduciary Management
Tom Gaffney
Thomas Gallagher
Helen Galt
Fran Garrido
Christine and Michael Giffillan
Stephanie and Michael Glickman
Andrew Gregg
Kathy and Mark Grier
Jay Grimm
Glenn Gutjahr
Stephen Halpin
Hamilton & Company
Hanover Printing of New Jersey
HealthScapes Advisors
Mark Herzinger
Warren Hoffman
Amy Hopwood
Joshua Howley
Iridian Asset Management LLC
IUOE Local 68 Charity Fund, Inc.
Ayana Jackson
Jeffrey Jacobson
JetBLUE
Curtis Johnson
Jeremy Johnson
Sharnita Johnson
Toni Jones
JP Morgan Chase Bank
Tal Kaissar
Nanci Kappell LLC
Allen J. Karp
Deborah and Matt Kasindorf
Tina Krokus
Steve Lanzo
Jerry Siao Lee
Arlene S. Lieberman
Judith Lieberman
Michael Lillard
Michael Lin
Nancy Magelinski
Miriam and Basil Maher
Thomas Maoli
Jim McClure
Marshall McLean
Frederick Mueller
MultiPlan, Inc.
Stephen Napoli
New Jersey Performing Arts Center
Karen Nichols
John Nye
Panasonic Corporation of North America
Mike Parrinello
The Honorable William D. Payne
Peter Pearlman
Jonathan R. Pearson
Permographics, Inc.
Steven Peskin
Ian Petropoulos
Chris Pew
Jay Post
Mary Sue Sweeney Price
Prime Therapeutics, LLC
Lata Reddy
William Robinson
Seth Rosen
David Rosen
Chad Runchey
The S3 Agency
Midael Salovaara
Keith Savel
Kathryn Sayko
John Schriber
Peter Schuur
James Shea
Sophia and Abel Sheng
Joseph Shepard
Nicholas Silitch
Monica Slater Stokes
Alan Smith
Damar Stassfurth
Tobias Stern
Julie Stone
Elizabeth and Matthew Suitte
Ken Tanji
Shirley Thomas
Ken Thompson
Tito’s Handmade Vodka
Ward Tomlinson
David Traub
John Vibert
Tony Vignola
Thomas Vilardi
Rick Viton
Jim Whelan
Barbara White
James Whitley
Alicia and Tim Wintemberg
Wynndam Worldwide
Beth Yingling
### ANNUAL FALL LUNCHEON

**LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE**
- Mary and Clifford Blanchard
- Sara and Jonathan Bonesteel
- Eleonore and Max Cohen
- Ann B. Dickinson
- Kathy Grier
- Arlene S. Lieberman
- Judith Lieberman

**FRIENDS SUPPORTERS**
- Wilma Gelfand
- Stephanie Glickman
- Jane and Michael Griffinger
- Joan Kalkin
- Kelley Drye & Warren LLP
- Roberta Thaxton
- Judy and Thomas Walters
- Dr. Frances A. Wood

### AN EVENING OF HOT CHILI & COOL BREW

**EVENT SPONSOR**
- McElroy, Deutsch, Mulvaney & Carpenter, LLP

**COMMUNITY SPONSOR**
- Newark Downtown District

**GROWLER LEVEL SPONSORS**
- The Cadence Group
- SUEZ

**CASK SPONSOR**
- CME Associates

**FIRKIN LEVEL SPONSORS**
- Edison Properties LLC
- RBH Group LLC

**PINT LEVEL SPONSORS**
- Tammie and Harvey Applebaum
- Diana Bella and Robert Klein
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**AN EVENING OF HOT CHILI & COOL BREW**

**DARJEELING LEVEL**
- Eleonore K. Cohen
- Ann B. Dickinson
- Wilma Gelfand and Joan Kalkin
- Arlene and Emery Gerencser
- Arlene S. Lieberman
- Judith Lieberman
- Ruth C. Lipper
- Dr. Francis A. Wood

**OOLONG LEVEL**
- RBH Group
- Roberta Thaxton

**JASMINE LEVEL**
- Tammie Applebaum
- Beth Aron
- Diana Bella
- Nan Benincasa
- Marsha Blank
- Dorothy Blostein
- Carol Blunda
- Barbara Bornstein
- Carole Bozzelli
- Prudence Bradley
- Judy Brazinsky
- Barbara Brous
- Phyllis Buchsbaum
- Janet Cashion
- Judy Cohen
- Sylvia Cohen
- Barbara W. Bell Coleman
- Joanna Conrad
- Mary Courtien
- Connie Crowell
- Anne Cummings
- Ellyn Dennison
- Thelma Florin
- Adrienne Geller
- Hana Goldstein
- Susan Good
- Donna Guariglia
- Audrey Haimowitz
- Barbara Haines
- Ruth Hutter

**ADDITIONAL PARTICIPATION**
- Brenda Jackson
- Gail Jaffe
- Beverlee Kanengiser
- Barbara Kaplan
- Deborah Kasindorf
- Dorothy Krauss
- Pauline Lewis
- Merle Lomrantz
- Barbara Lowell
- Geraly Madsen
- Marg Marciano-Vere
- Carol Marcus
- Gwynne McConkey
- Ingrid Morgelsberg
- Beverly Nadler
- Rita Nadler
- Patsy Nance
- Shoshana Olin
- Phyllis Pawlak
- Harriet Perlmutter
- Shelagh Perrotta
- Judith and Donald Robinson
- Michele Saliali
- Sara Ann Sanders
- Susan Schear
- Blanche Singer
- Sue Smith
- Marion Soled
- Barbara Sorini
- Elizabeth Sutte
- Linda Peoples Thomas
- Marie Titus
- Jeanne Van Steen

**ADDITIONAL PARTICIPATION**
- Anne Berry
- Karen Biener
- Mary Blanchard
- Marsha Blank
- Maria Bond
- Carole Bozzelli
- Willamae Brooks
- Debra Broski
- Hugh Brown
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IN-KIND SUPPORT
The Newark Museum is indebted to partners in the community who contribute materials and pro bono services.

Alumni Holiday International (AHI)  
Bark Box  
Carew Travel  
Choice Linens  
Cuba Cultural Travel  
Alex Dreyfuss  
Ikea  
Ironbound Studios  
Kearny Buy Rite  
Odysseys-Unlimited  
Passaic Valley Coach Lines  
Round Top Resources  
ShopRite of Newark  
Thomas P. Gohagan and Co.  
Wacoal International Corporation  

Legacy Gala  
Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art  
Museum of Native American History  
Nye and Company  
Tito’s Handmade Vodka  
21c Museum Hotel Bentonville  
The Tyson Foods Corporate Art Collection  
United Airlines  
Wyndham Hotels and Resorts  

Annual Fall Luncheon  
Nan and Joe Benincasa  
Miles Berger  
Buyrite Kearny Liquors  
Ron Chernow  
Choice Linen  
Elizabeth Del Tufo  
Ulysses Grant Dietz  
The Office of the Essex County Executive  
The Office of the Mayor, City of Newark  
Joni Lieberman  
The Penguin Press  
Peter Polow  
Michael J. Stahl  
United Airlines  

Twenty-Sixth Annual Tea  
Alen’s Deli in Springfield  
Allagia’s Treasures, LLC  
Arturo’s Osteria & Pizzeria in Maplewood  
Diana Bella  
Joe & Nan Benincasa  
Mary Blanchard  
Prudence Bradley  
Broadway Elite Chauffeured Services  
Broadway Diner in Summit & Bayonne  
Bruno’s Bistro  
Lorelei Burns  
Cathay 22 in Springfield  
CBL Fine Art in West Orange  
Central Restaurant in Newark  
David Chad Beauty Parlor  
Pleasantdale Chateau  
Cioffi’s in Springfield  
Conshella Cole-Ford  
Mary Courtien  
Daren Michaels Fine Jewelry in Millburn  
DeGeorge Jewelers in Union  
Patrick Diegnan  
Drew University  
Eppes Essen in Livingston  
Fin Raw Bar & Kitchen in Summit  
Fiorino Ristorante in Summit  
Adrienne Geller  
Shunzyu Haigler  
Audrey Haimowitz  
Hilton Short Hills  
JetBlue  
Kearny ShopRite  
Kim’s Nail & Spa in Maplewood  
Leo’s Nails in Maplewood  
Pauline Lewis  
Limani Seafood Grill in Westfield  
Lincoln Center in New York  
Merle Lomrantz  
Geri Madsen  
Massage Envy in Short Hills  
Mayo Performing Arts Center in Morristown  
Gwynne McConkey  
McGovern’s Tavern in Newark  
Meatball Obsession in Newark  
Mercato Tomato Pie in Newark  
Mosaic Restaurant in Mountainside  
Museum of Arts & Design in New York  
Nero’s Grille in Livingston  
New Jersey Symphony Orchestra  
New Jersey Performing Arts Center  
Newark Museum Membership Department  
Newark Museum Travel Department  
Olive Garden in Livingston  
Piattino Neighborhood Bistro in Summit  
Katie Paul  
Papemill Playhouse  
P J Ryan’s Squared in Jersey City  
Joan Prince  
Place Vendome in Summit  
Patricia Riley  
Judi & Don Robinson  
Jim Rose Jewelry in Springfield  
Ritz Diner in Livingston  
Isabel Santos  
Skin Deep Salon & Spa in New Providence  
St James Gate Publick House in Maplewood  
Robert Starkoff & Sam Del Propost  
Stew Leonard’s Wines of Springfield  
Sonnets Takahisa  
Spanish Tavern Restaurant in Newark  
The Tenth Muse Gallery in Maplewood  
Tony Da Caneca Restaurant in Newark  
Trader Joe’s in Millburn  
Richard Trimarco  
Anita Walls  
Marsha Walton  
Allison Watts  
Winberie’s Restaurant & Bar in Summit  
Jennifer Winter  

Hot Chili & Cool Brew  
902 Brewing  
Ace Cider  
Allagash Brewing  
Anchor  
Archer Roose  
Asahi  
Ballast Point  
BeachHaus Brewery  
Bira 91  
Boulevard  
Brix City Brewing  
Brooklyn  
Burger Walla  
Captain Lawrence  
Central Restaurant  
Cigar City Brewing  
Climax  
Clown Shoes  
Custodi Caterers  
Czig Meister Brewing  
Demented Brewing  
Duvel  
Eclectic Catering  
Encore Catering  
Exquisite Entertaining  
Firestone Walker Brewing  
Founders Brewing  
Frugillo Caterers  
Gaslight Brewery & Restaurant  
Harpoon  
Hobby’s Delicatessen & Restaurant  
Hunterdon Distributors  
IronBound Hard Cider  
Kilkenny’s Alehouse  
La Cucina Restaurant  
Laurence Craig Catering  
Lighten Up Caterers  
Nana’s Deli & Restaurant  
New Belgium  
New Holland  
New Jersey Beer Co.  
Nizi Sushi  
Ommegang  
Oskar Blues  
Peerless Beverage Company  
Redd’s Biergarten  
Revolution  
River Horse  
Robert’s Pizzeria  
Rock Plaza Catering  
Rodenbach  
Señor Sangria  
Shiner  
Sierra Nevada  
SweetWater  
Terrapin  
The Deluxe Diner  
The Green Chicopee  
Tonnie’s Minis Cupcake Bar  
Troegs Independent Brewing  
Two Roads  
Ultimate Caterer  
White Claw Hard Cider  
Yards Brewing  
Yuengling
ANNUAL FUND
The Newark Museum is grateful for donations of all sizes to the Annual Fund which supports educational programs and the care, study and exhibition of our collection.

$500,000+
City of Newark
New Jersey State Council on the Arts

$100,000 - $499,999
Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation, Inc.

$50,000 - $99,999
Estate of Phyllis and Sanford Bolton
F.M. Kirby Foundation, Inc.

$20,000 - $49,000
The Charles E. and Edna T. Brundage Charitable Foundation
Estate of Steven Dvorak
Saint Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton Foundation
The Eleanor Upton Charitable Foundation

$10,000 - $19,999
Audible Inc.
Arlene S. Lieberman
The MCJ Amelior Foundation
Pfizer Inc.
The Ryan Family Foundation

$5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous
The Pauline and Stephen Cepreghy Charitable Foundation
Sally Chubb
Sheilah Flynn
Kathy and Mark Grier
Lois Lautenberg
Jockey Hollow Foundation, Inc.
Kathleen and Jonathan Peacock
Cynthia and Andrew H. Richards
Kathy and Ross Wagner

$2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous
Judith and Lester Lieberman Foundation
Amy Lowenstein
Theodore Lytwyn
Joan and Seth L. Rosen
Gary Shaw
Rosemary and Robert S. Steinbaum
Richard Weinroth

$1,000 - $2,499
Edward Becker
Ronna Bach
Joseph L. Buckley
Mr. and Mrs. B. Thomas Byrne, Jr.
Parbati Dagupta
Stephanie and Russell C. Deyo
Betty Feinberg
Ellen and Don Greenfield
Sandra and Louis Grotta Foundation, Inc.
Donald M. Karp and
Margery Lesink Karp Foundation
Clermont Foundation
June Layne
Shahid J. and Roheela E. Malik Gift Fund
Kimberly and Marshall McLean
Edward and Ellie McLean
Beverly K. Nadler
Pierson Family Foundation
Sumner Putnam
Frank Rand and Lois Sullivan
Julie Stone
Roberta Thaxton
Dr. and Mrs. Anthony Volpe
Mr. and Mrs. John Walton
Dr. Francis A. Wood
Beth Yingling
Ashley Yook
Peggy Yu

$500 - $999
Sally Chubb
Robert H. Doherty
The Honorable Rodney Frelinghuysen
Gary Greenfeder
Harry Haralambakis
The Hidden Pond Foundation
Kraemer Burns, P.A.
Barbara Lowell and Arnold Stern
Jonathan Miller
Omni Eye Services
William Peniston
Judith and Donald Robinson
Renee Sherman
Morrison & Charlotte Tanenbaum
Family Foundation

$250 - $499
Shirley Aidekman-Kaye
Linda and Leonard Berkowitz

Judith Brazinsky
Blanche Cirker
Mary and Raymond Courtien
Amy Dahn
Philip Eisner
Anne Emmet
Suzanne Fast
James Fleischmann
Anne Helfrich
Elisa Herr
Sharon Karmazin and David Greene
Ansys LaMar
Pauline Lewis
Dena and Ralph Lowenbach
James Lukenda and Maura Lockhart
Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Matinho
The Morris and Helen Messing Foundation
Dr. Martha Mobley
The Moody’s Foundation
Jennifer Moss
Edith Oxfeld
Susan and James Putnam
Susan Schear
Estate of Gwendolin Stableford
Irene Stein
Naomi Stein
Gerald Warshaw
Judith Yafet
$100 - $249
Burnside Anderson
Harvey Applebaum
Audrey Bartner
Fred Bennett
Judith Berdy
Saul Berkowitz
Paula Bier
Monroe Bierman
Dorothy Blostein
Arlene Bookbinder
Barbara Bornstein
Carole Bozzelli
Prudence Bradley
Bruce Brener
Barbara Brous
Lenore Cahn
Dean Carlson
Peter Carmel
Peta Chu
Shirley Cobert
Andrew Cohen
Esther Cohen
Rita Cohen
Mary Cooper
Michael Costa
Harden Crawford
Virginia Crawford
Constance Crowell
Anne Cummings
Octavio de los Reyes
Decorative & Fine Arts Society of Bergen County
Madeline Dreifus
Gabrielle Dujue
Stuart Epstein
Michele E. Fabrizio
Sanford Feld and Gail Jaffe
Marianne Ficarra
Fit Rehab and Training LLC
Florin Family Foundation, Inc.
Linda Forgosh
Diane Frohling
George Fuller
Linda Garbaccio
Holly Gauthier
Paul Gigante
Marcia Gillette
David Scott Greene
Patricia Jones Gregory
Wilma Grey
Martin Gruber
Charlene Hairston-Hayes
Rosalie Harvey
Edward Henig
Dr. Jane Hochberg
Barbara Howard
Joseph Hughes
William Jaglowski
Constance James
Judson Jennings
Jeremy Johnson
Toni Jones
Mary Lee Jones
William Josephson
Lois Jotz-Walsh
Lois Kaminsky
Jeanne Kanders
Joan Ann Keane
David Kingsley
Ina Kirsch
Lou Koehler
Arie Krier
Phil Levin
Cynthia and Peter Liebman
Barbara Lipton
Janet Loengard
Marjorie Marciano-Vere and James Vere
Maria Marrion
Anthony Mauriello
Elouise McDaniel
Marzella McGill
Michael McMurray
Constance McNamara
Dorothy Meissner
Gerald Meyer
Joshua Milstein
Susan Mountz
Patricia Nance
Susan Nashel
Ryan Novosielski
Edwin Olsen
Gary Ostroff
Jacquelyn Panzer
Shelagh Perrotta
Rocco Petrozzi
Robert Place
Ellen and Leonard Polaner
Jonathan Rabinowitz
Robert Recio
Charles Reid
Andrew Ritschel
John Robinson
Sandra Ruffin
Elaine Russoniello
Richard Sandler
Isabel Santos
Pamela Schlinger
George Scholl
Patrick Schafo
Patricia Sinnott
Michelle Smith
Betsy Smith
Victoria Snyd
Ronnie Stern
John Stevens
Susan Stratton
Robert Sumner
Kathryn Tatslow
Joan Thuebel
Antonia Tschampion
Judy and Thomas Walters
E.T. Williams
Roslyn Wilson
Fredric Yerman
Carita Zimmerman
Minnette Zweben
Up to $99
Anonymous (2)
Samantha Adams
Prince Oladipo Adetokunbo Taiwo
Stephen Anish
Lori Arthur
Quentin Balot
Leroy Barber
W. John Bauer
Carolyn Benton
Barbara Best
David Best
Anne Bigelow
Sarah Bivins
Ellen Black
James Black
Lisa Block
Janice Blue
Matthew Bocchino
Rita Boni
Daniel Bornstein
Daryl Boylan
Grace Bradley
Theodore Brancato
Joanna Broughton
Andrew Brummer
Harvey Bucholtz
Phyllis Buchsbaum
Renee Burk
Sharon Burnett
Joseph Calamari
Valerie Campbell
Carla Capizzi
Tracy Carroll
Edward Castlebury
Alejandra Ceja
Doris Chamberlain
Sandra Chemiack
Joseph Chobor
Charles Christiana
Dolores Christy
Pamela Clark
Edward Clydesdale
Judith Cohen
John Coleman
Daniel Collins
Irene Crute
Barbara Cuffe
Vincent Dahmen
Marie Della Pella
Lois Densky-Wolff
Lisa Diament
Steven Diner
Kenneth Dowell
Brian Duncan
Arnold Dunn
Sandra Eck
Susan Eisenhauer
Michele Elia
Christine Erte
Patricia Faison
Richard Fanelli
William Farrell
Ben Feimer
Marjorie Feldman
Bernice Feuer
Ina Fine
Lucy Fitzgerald
Cary Frieze
Elaine Frost
Alan Gabbay
Irwin Gardner
Linda Glassmith
Dennis Gochuico
Sheila Gonzales
Vivian Greene
Rosemary Grober
John Gulick
Robert Haiken
Bruce Halstater
Frances Harold
Joyce Haskins
Elaine Henry
Tomas Henson
Thomas Hills
Luther Hosea
Pauline Howard
Emily Hyans
Adele Irving
Diana Jackson
Dolores Jackson
James Jackson
Priscilla Janusz
Ralph Jones
Lisa Jones
Mattie Ruth Jones
Sharon Jones
John Katz
Elizabeth Keat
Paul Klein
Thomas Lamarr
Edwin Landis
Stephen Leit
Camille Leonow
Cynthia Lewis
Mikey Lustberg
Walter Maier
Bonnie Margolies
Robert Marlowe
Ronald McEachin
Mary Catherine McFarland
Richard McGlynn
Maeva McGuire
Helen McNight
Juanita Megaro
Janice Metzger
Joan Mokray
Jennifer Moore
Tracie Morrison
Frederick Mueller
Alterick Murphy
Aliou Ndiaye
Nancy Niemann
Michael Och
Michael Oliveri
Edwin Olsen
Sherry Ortnr
Carol Paul
John Pazdera
Mary Pedicini
Kenneth Peskin
Robert Powell
Cynthia Price
Frank Puccio
Jo-Ann Raines
MATCHING GIFT COMPANIES
The Newark Museum wishes to commend the following corporate partners for promoting a culture of philanthropy among their employees through matching gift programs:

Aetna Foundation
Bank of America
BD
Benevity Community Impact Fund
The Chubb Corporation
ExxonMobil Foundation
IBM Corporation
Johnson & Johnson
Merck Company Foundation
Pfizer Foundation
The Prudential Foundation
UBS Foundation USA
Willis Towers Watson
TESTIMONIAL GIFTS - IN HONOR OF
The Newark Museum is the recipient of tribute gifts in honor of its members and supporters.

In Honor of Beth Aron
Frederica M. Brooks

In Honor of Amiri Baraka and the Prudential Capital Group
Prince Oladipo Adetokunbo Taiwo

In Honor of Nancy Benincasa
Judith Mearian

In Honor of Carol Blunda
Barbara Nahas

In Honor of Ellie and Max Cohen
Madeline Dreifus
Beverly Hurwit

In Honor of Ellie Cohen
Philip Cohen
John H. Kessler
Right Arm Productions

In Honor of Diana and Harold Cohen
Thomas E. Forgash

In Honor of Casey Daurio
Martha Jean White

In Honor of Ulysses Dietz
The Frelinghuysen Foundation
Bonnie L. Messing
William A. Peniston

In Honor of Adrienne Geller
Adele Zuckerman

In Honor of Lucas Greene
Vivian Greene

In Honor of Shunzyu Haigler
Anonymous

In Honor of Rosalie Harvey
Ronne Bassman Agins

In Honor of Ruth Hutter
Saul Berkowitz
Ellen Cohen
David Frischman
Harriet Perlmutter
Marion Soled

In Honor of Viola Johnson
Beatrice E. East

In Honor of Joan and Eugene Kalkin
Sandra and George Garfunkel

In Honor of Nicki Kessler
Dorothy and George Krauss
Marjorie and Monroe Tenner

In Honor of Joni Lieberman
Gerald L. Korde

In Honor of Annette Littman
Marion Soled

In Honor of Merle Lomrantz
Stuart Epstein
Adrienne M. Geller
Blanche Goldstein
Mary Patricia McGinley
Donna M. Patt
Constance Satz

In Honor of Linda Morgan and Philip Haws
Mark Broadie

In Honor of Katherine Anne Paul
Carolyn S. Jacoby

In Honor of Harriet Perlmutter
Marion Soled

In Honor of Mary Sue Sweeney Price
Elizabeth Gump
Dr. Linda M. Rodrigues

In Honor of Stewart G. Rosenblum
Linda Dennery

In Honor of Peter Sayre
Donna L. Dixon

In Honor of Dr. Francis A. Wood
Judith Greene

For information about how you can honor or memorialize someone you love, please call 973.596.6626.
TESTIMONIAL GIFTS - IN MEMORIAM
The Newark Museum is honored to be the recipient of tribute gifts in memory of its members and supporters.

In Memory of Judge Melvin Antell
Beatrice S. Antell

In Memory of Thomas J. Barnet
Ruth Barnet

In Memory of Sandy Brown Hamingson
Beverly L. Brown

In Memory of Marilyn Chaiken
Eastman Companies

In Memory of Terry Cohen
Judith Cohen
Stanley Epstein
Rochelle Karp
Isabel M. Santos

In Memory of Maria Catherine Cerrato
Michele M. Elia

In Memory of Rita Olkowksi
Holly Gibson

In Memory of Helen S. Greenspan
Carol Oehler

In Memory of Nicki Kessler
Barbara G. Bornstein
Judith Cohen
Mary Courtien
Gale Kobray
Ellen S. Polaner
Harriet Rosenthal
Isabel M. Santos
Amy Solomon

In Memory of Elsie Lederman
Elizabeth H. Aron
Sarah Bivins
Harvey K. Bucholtz
Lisa Diament
Tom Fast
Robert Gandel
Jeffrey Heller
Ashley Klein
Phil Levin
Charles E. Passaro
Karen S. Smith

In Memory of Leonard Lieberman
Paul J. St. Onge

In Memory Of Rosetta Miller
Maeve McGuire

In Memory of Rosetta and Sam Miller
John H. Robinson

In Memory of Abby Nathan
Regina Reichman

In Memory of Maria Porcelli
Marcus P. Porcelli

In Memory of Clement Price
G. Kurt Piehler
Paul J. St. Onge

In Memory of Mary C. Simmons
Cynthia Price

In Memory of Alan Sagner
Eastman Companies
Judith Lieberman
Kenneth Rappoport
Scott Sprinzen

In Memory of David M. Satz, Jr.
Constance Satz

In Memory of Jean Hughes
George Scholl

In Memory of Jarrell D. Spates
James D. Spates

In Memory of Patricia Wessel
Vera Lasser
Carlton Wessel
FOUNDER’S SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP AT THE NEWARK MUSEUM

A blend of philanthropy and connoisseurship, Founder’s Society is a membership program whose participants enrich our community through their generosity and curiosity.

Visionaries Circle $25,000 +
Anonymous

Leaders Circle $15,000-$24,999
Mary Kay and John Strangfeld
Wilma and Arthur Gelfand

Chairman’s Circle $10,000-$14,999
Mary and Cliff Blanchard
Arlene S. Lieberman
Judith Lieberman
Lynn and Peter B. Sayre
Cynthia and Andrew H. Richards
Judy and Josh S. Weston

President’s Circle $5,000-$9,999
Mary Ann and Stephen R. Ehrlich
Nancye and Robert M. Falzon
Meg and Howard Jacobs
Doris and Daniel Kaplan
Allen J. Karp
Amy and Bob Katz
Stephanie Koven
Amy C. Liss
Marie and Joseph J. Melone
Monique and Ronald M. Ollie
Lisa and Reuben F. Richards
Gail and William C. Robinson
Joan and Seth L. Rosen
Sophia and Abel Sheng
Mrs. David M. Satz, Jr.

Directors Circle $2,500-$4,999
Merle and Peter Hirschmann
Ruth L. Hutter
Joan and Eugene Kalkin
The Honorable Thomas H. Kean
Virginia Keith
Nicki Kessler*
Dorothy D. Lewis
Susan Rodriguez and Charles F. Lowrey
Geralyn and Richard Madsen
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer S. Marsh III
Joyce R. Michaelson
Maxine B. Murnick
Beverly K. Nadler
Rita K. Nadler
Dr. and Mrs. Victor Parsonnet
The Honorable Edith K. Payne
Sara Ann and Robert D. Sanders
Sotheby’s Preferred
Cynthia and John W. Spurde
Rosemary and Robert S. Steinbaum
Joyce and Vincent J. Sharkey, Jr.
Sylvia and David S. Steiner
Barbara Lowell and Arnold Stern
Ann Strauss-Wieder
Judith and Ronald Targan
Marjorie and Monroe Tenner
Betsy and Lawton Thomas
Christabel and Paul D. Vartanian
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Walters
The Honorable Alvin Weiss
Dr. Francis A. Wood
Peggy Yu

*in memoriam

To learn more about the unique benefits and rewarding impact of Founder’s Society, please contact Michele Saliola at 973.596.6491.
SUPPORTING MEMBERSHIP AT THE NEWARK MUSEUM

FELLOW $1,500
Judith N. Brazinsky
Patricia and Raymond Chambers
Elizabeth R. Del Tufo
Christine and Michael Giffilan
Elizabeth C. Heine
Molly and Howard Henick
Shelley and Ron Karp
Theodore M. Lytwyn
Diane M. Ridley
Rita Nalebuff and Geoffrey Steck
Marge Mariano and Jim Vere

BENEFACTOR $600
Thomas J. Alrutz
Anonymous (2)
Linda and Leonard Berkowitz
Janet and Richard Cashion
Susan and Tom Dunn
Monica and Raymond Eppinger
Zella and Sanford Felzenberg
Judith and Richard Fuller
Kyle and Dale Gary
Adrienne Geller
Audrey Haimowitz
Chris Harris
Rosalie Harvey
Anne Helfrich
Lorraine and Joseph Hughes
Deborah and Matt Kasindorf
Dorothy and George Krauss
Margaret and Christopher Laffey
Gwynne and Michael McConkey
Martha M. Mobley, Ph.D.
Faye and William Robinson
Harriet Rosenthal
Virginia Mcenerney and John Schreiber
Nell Painter and Glenn Shafer
Barbara Lowell, Arnold Stern
Shirley A. Strother
Jessica and Quincy Troupe
Bruce Tucker

SUSTAINER $300
Beverley Amick
Elizabeth and Martin Aron
Lawrence Barnes
Nan and Joseph Benincasa
Ulysses G. Dietz and Gary N. Berger
Suzanne and Saul Berkowitz
Mindy A. Cohen and David Bershad
Page E. Bigelow
Janet Bowers
Casey and William Bradford
Nancy Cantor and Steven Brechin

Renee and Kopel Burk
Joanna Conrad
Susan Mayo and Eugene Cornell
Mary H. Donelik
Lois and Frank Dyer
John S. Eddy
Linda and Mark Epps
Rhoda and Stanley Epstein
Christine Ertle
Gail Jaffe and Sanford Feld
Sheilah Flynn
Cary Frieze
Charlotte Gelfand
Ina and Richard Giardina
Julie and Howard Glazer
Virginia Gollin
Renee and David Golush
Barbara Grant
Sharon Karmazin and David Greene
Andrea and Warren Grover
Eleanor and Martin Gruber
Betse and Frank Gump
Joyce Vail Hamlin
Mary Ann and Ronald Hart
Linda Morgan and Philip Haws
Carita Zimmerman and Philip Hirschhorn
Merle and Peter Hirschmann
Cynthia and David Hollod
Maryann Nergaard and William Hudzik
Carolyn S. Jacoby
Norman F. James
Genesia and Steven Kamen
Jane and John Katz
Marge and Michael Kelly
Sandy and Leslie Kiss
Barbara and George Kramer
Arie Krier
Robert and Arnold Krumholz
Ellen and Donald Legow
Dawn and Kevin Lenahan
Lorelei Burns and Carl Lohmann
Elizabeth and George Lonsberry
Carol and Robert Marcus
Laura Kramer and Deborrah Markette
Thomas Marlowe
Rena and Ronald Mayer
Jean and Paul McAuliffe
Elouise McDaniell
Mary Patricia McGinley
Linda and Joshua Milstein
Carletta Mitchell
Jack and Carol Mohan
Susan and Douglas Morrison
Dorothy Selinger and L. Michael Moskovis
Julie and James Murphy
Shoshana Olin

Edith Oxfeld
Phyllis J. Pawlak
Diana and Frank Petolino
G. Kurt Piehler and Susan Contente
Irene Pomianowski
Doug Stroup and Steven Porter
Mary Forsberg and Carl Pray
Bethany and Jonathan Rabinowitz
Nancy and Boyd Roche
Michele and Domenick Saliola
Toby Schreiber
Patricia Connors and Daniel Schulgasser
Barbara and Leo Sender
Drs. Stanley and Ellen Simon
Judith R. Skillman
Trudy and Frederic Slater
Naomi and Mark Stein
Constance Tenenbaum
Antonia C. Tschampion
Sharon Burton-Turner and Lincoln Turner
Jessie and Roger Vellekamp
Mary Jo Patterson and David Wald
Donald J. Wallace
Lisa and Bill Westheimer
Lois C. Whaley
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP AT THE NEWARK MUSEUM

PATRON $150
Maritza Guzman and Steve Abrahamson
Anita and Richard Adelman
John M. Allen
Caroline Mossip and Daniel Anderson
Christine Angiel
Anonymous (7)
Tammie and Harvey Applebaum
Roxana and Carlos Arribas
Claire Asarnow
Noemi Asencio
Judith Sheft and John Ason
Samuel August
Diane Axelrod
Najmusseher Khan and Arshad Aziz
Gloria and Tom Bachman
Hazetta K. Bagby
Deborah W. Bailey
Nathalie and Jotham Bailey
Wendy and Gary Balter
Peggy Barbella-Fitzsimmons
Leroy S. Barber
Bette and Stephen Barcan
Joseph Gualtieri and Paul Baretzsky
Leslie and Michael Bass
Ann and Michael Beams
Karen Bedrosian-Richardson
Pat Budziak and William Beecher
Mary Denver and Donald Beetham
Barbara and David Belasco
Cynthia Wang and David Bendich
Helene and Marc Berk
Anne Berry
Joseph S. Bianco
Joan Bick
Paula and Martin Bier
Elizabeth Bitterman
Kinchen Bizzell
Bette and Richard Bland
David Blumenthal
Simone Galik and Charles Boll
Cristina Bonalde
Vincent Bonfanti
Arlene and Richard Bookbinder
Anthony Borelli
Barbara Bornstein
Jeanne Mancision and Edward Botteri
Susan and Dan Bottorff
Marian and John Boyko
Phyllis Bradley and Leslie Bradley
Jo Ann Dow-Breslin and James Breslin
Phyllis Brightman
Lenora D. Brooks
Christopher Russell and Kenneth Brown
Phyllis Buchsbaum
Gloria Hopkins Buck
Joseph Bullwinkel
Paula Borenstein and David Burd
Kathryn and James Burgmeyer
Mary and Charles Burke
Dorothy Warner and John Buschman
Leland Byrd
Erin Eunyoung Byunn and Kiki Byunn
Linda and Joseph Calamari
Rita and Enzo Caloni
Rebecca and Donald Campbell
Eugene Campbell
Shanida and Hasani Carter
Philip Jostrom and William Casella
Edward Castleberry
Chui Sim Chan
Amy and Robert Chancer
Charlotte and Harold Chefitz
Mieri Harbi and David Chege
Carol and Alan Chesler
Jean and Wayne Christie
Noe Ciccolini
Theodosia Clark
Nancy Zak and Arnold Cohen
Sylvia and Howard Cohen
Judy and Harvey Cohen
Margaret Cohen
Elyse Constantin
Samuel M. Convissor
Joan E.S. Cooper and William Cooper
Michael F. Costa
J. Christopher Craig
Aleeda Crawley
Timothy and Gloria Crist
Linda Crombie-Daniels
Constance J. Crowell
Sharieen Trower-Crowley and Richard Crowley
Claudia and Gregory Cuca
Maryanne K. Cullum
Kimberly Stephens and Kristin Curry
Bonnie Cyron
Li and Julio da Graça
Amy and William Dahn
Suzanne Dickerson Davis and J. Davis
Michele Davis
Steven Davis
Cathy and Paul Dean
Helen and Cenker Demir
Linda Denney
Carrie Dirks
Rebecca Doggett
Teddi and Scott Dolph
Winifred and Dennis Donahue
Joan Dotson
Melissa and Kenneth Dowell
Barbara Drench
Helene and Jerome Dreskin
Rhoda Dworsky
Anne Wessel-Dwyer and Patrick Dwyer
Wayne Eastman
Marie and Jeffrey Ebert
Sandia C. Eck
Arlaiba Tibensky and Mark Edgar
Thomas Edwards
Paula Ehrich
Teresa Delcorso-Elmann and Stephen Elmann
Anne and Michael Endy
Marcia Solkoff Eskin and Barnet Eskin
Michelle and Richard Fanelli
Anne Faraher
Miguel Faucette
Gail Fellus
Barbara Fernstrom
Bernice and Harvey Feuer
Joyce and Steven Fichtenbaum
Ruthann and Herbert Fish
Lucy E. Fitzgerald
Joyce and Eugene Flinn
Josie and Nicholas Florio
Mary Flynn
Bonnie and Thomas Forgash
Linda Forgosh
Marcella Bernson and Robert Foster
Cornelia Barrett and Bruce Fraidowitz
Nancy and Morris Freedman
Ruth and Noel Friedland
Doris Froehlich
Robyn Thompson and James Fry
Diane J. Esemplare and Mark Gajda
Linda Galietti
Barbara Epstein and Paula Galowitz
Mattye and Robert Gandel
Gail Alterman and Ira Gang
Clementina Gardner
Joan Mandel and Irwin Gardner
Susan Garruto
Jody Gazenbeek-Person and Anto Person-Gazenbeek
Sandra Gelman
Arlene and Emery Gerencser
Barbara Gibbs
George Gibson
Geraldine Staadecker and Stephen Gilbert
Marcia Gillette
Maureen Gilligan
Mary and Joseph Giordmaine
Christine Fryer and Irwin Gladstone
Denise and Joshua Glatter
Migdalia Cruz and Marc Glenn
Jaymie Martin and Jeffrey Goldberg
Marcia and Jay Goldfischer
Rhonda Krupen and Howard Goldin
Honorable Donald S. Goldman and Barbara Goldman
Jean and Joel Goldstein
Sara Peller and Gary Gomer
Roberta Fels and Jonathan Green
Beth Yingling, Esq. and Ken Green
Sharon Libes and David Greene
Jane and Michael Griffinger
Aileen and Melanie Grossberg
Richard Grossklaus
Donna Guariglia
Carolyn Gutbrod
Susan and T. Carter Hagaman
Shunzyu Haigler
Ruth and Donald Hamann
Harry B. Haralambakis
Charlene Harris
Frazeal Harris
John Haschak III
Marilyn and John Hayden
Charlene Hairston-Hayes and Gary Hayes
Patricia and Dennis Healy
Tina and Christopher Heintz
Yona D. Hermann
Nancy Herron
John Hintze
Wendy Hoffman
Susan Hofschennder
Laura Prato and Howard Holtz
Stacey and Timothy Horman
Karen Horton
Monica Edmonds-Wilson and Adell Howard
Claire and Thomas Hulton
Elizabeth D. Hutcheon
Noreen Merainer and John Hutnick
Mary and Theodore Inge
Kathleen Brough and David Isralowitz
Cynthia Green and Joshua Jablons
Brenda B. Jackson
Lynn and Lowell Jacobs
Cynthia Jacobson
The Honorable Mila M. Jasey and Neil Jasey
Peter Jebodh
Natasha Beauliere and Lenore Jenkins-Beauliere
Melissa Hager and Curtis Johnson
Jeremy V. Johnson
Karen Johnson
Christine Baker and Matthew Johnson
Mary Nohara and Steven Jones
Janet and James Josenhans
Isobel Kahn
Mary and Ram Kalapatapu
Marcia and Carl Kaminsky
Helen Kaplan and Lisa Kaplan
Leslie Kaplan
Wendy and Henry Kaplowitz
Nadide Karacay
Toby and Theodore Kaufman
Beth and Robert Kensingar
Susan Kheel
Penny and Arthur Klein
Nancy Klein
Susan and Stephen Klejst
Melissa Anne Kopecky
Deborah Krasner
Jacqueline E. Kress
Dorothy and Alfred Kuehn
Ellen B. Kulka
Amanda Lamantia
Ronnie and Panos Lambrou
Lyle Landon
Nathalee and Robert Lapidus
Carol and Stephen Leit
Mary Diane Palmer Leland and Will Leland
Rosary and William Lescohoier
Howard B. Levine
Donna Ritter and Barry Levinson
Pamela D. Lewis
Pauline Lewis
Barbara and Vincent Lewis
Heather and Paul Lichtman
Sherry and L. Robert Lieb
Kate Liebholl
Barbara Lipton
Harriet and Richard Liroff
Linda M. Lobdell
Merle and Larry Lornantz
Joan and Joseph Mach
Blanche and Willie Macklin
Judi Ayre and Keith MacLellan
Margaret Rae and Ryan Mallory
Jeanette Marable
Fay B. Marks
Maria Marrison
Judith S. Maskevich
Gail Mattia
Colleen Breslin and Alexander Mayorga
Linda and Scott McClester
Mila and John McDermott
Kimberly and Marshall McLean, Esq.
Kathleen and John McGay
Maria and Robert Meehan
Etta and Froman Meh
Arlene and E. J. Meny
Wayne Miller and Jared Miller
Marjorie and Michael Millman
Marguerite van Stolk and Richard Mingoia
Lea Cawthorne and Thomas Mohan
Meredith and John Moore
Barbara and Jeffrey Morgan
Christina Dujnic and Elizabeth Morley
Gail Morris
Barbara and James Morris
Linda Mortimer
Leon Morton
Inez Muldrow
Janet and Daniel Munick
Jane and Michael Murphy
Barbara B. Murray
Elizabeth Murray
Marilyn and John Murtha
Judith S. Musicant
Susan B. Nashel
Patricia S. Nathan
Elsa and Angel Nazario
Arline M. Neivert
Michael S. Nelson
Nancy A. Niemann
Mark Nolden
Dianne Stevens and Steven Nuremberg
Bonnie Sharkey and Brian O’Connor
Karen Larsen and Ronald O’Donnell
Arleen and John O’Hara
Jill Obertubbesing
Chukuma Okadigwe
Edward M. Okolovitch
Risa Gorelick and Randolph Olom
Louise Ongaro
Damali and Anthony Oparaji
Loretta Osakwe-El
Karen and Scott Oudine
Nancy Oxfield
Deepak Nayak and Anupam Palit
Barbara and Larry Pargot
Miguel Angel Parziale
Donna and John Patt
Virginia Patterson
Rabbi Norman Patz and Naomi Patz
Janis and Edward Paul
Shelagh Perrotta
Gerry Pesci
Diane Picciuto
Joan and C. Theodore Pinkney
Jeanette and Frank Planes
Anne F. Plaut
Jeannine Podesta
Marcus P. Porcelli
Patricia and Michael Porter
Tracey Post
Susan and Marc Pozner
Charles Pozzi
Liz and Rich Preissler
Cherry C. Provost
Susan and James Putman
Suzy Quiles
George S. Quillan
Joan and Joshua Rabinowitz
Robin and Robert Rabinowitz
Steven Rapkin and Carlos Maymi
Lenore and Mark Rattner
Wanda and Robert Rauch
Robert A. Recio
Barbara White and Lennon Register
Rose and Lee Reichman
Hillary and John Reimnitz
Nancy and Thomas Rich
Ann Kowaleski and Ira Richmond
Nancy and William Richwine
Karen and Peter Ripkey
Marianne Lloyd and Robert Ristuccia
Anne Marie Robertson
Karen and Peter Ripkey
Marianne Lloyd and Robert Ristuccia
Anne Marie Robertson
Madeline Ruiz and David Robinson
Joanna and David Sachar
Barbara Sager
Rosemary and Glen Salow
Isabel M. Santos
Constance Satz
Claire and Salvatore Scarcella
Ines and Lowell Schantz
Judith Osband-Schanzer and
Bernard Schanzer
Doris and Alexander Schapira
Susan and David Scheir
Anneliese Scherfen
Sarah and Jonathan Schiffman
Louise Schwartz
Margaret Schwartz
Sharon and Jimmy Schwarz
Diana and Lee Sclar
Patricia Elisabeth and Eric Seebergh
Seidler Chemical Company
Paula Seidman
Daphne Semet
Monsignor Francis R. Seymour, KHS
Sachin H. Shah
Mrs. Eleanor Shanley
Kathleen E. Shannon
Iris and Floyd Shapiro
Jessica Brater and Christopher Silsby
Shelley and Joel Siegel
Blanche Singer
Ethel and Robert Singer
Patricia R. Sinnott
John K. Skrypak
Sandra Gong and Victor Sloan
Susan Rothman and Michael Slomin
Susan Small
Sue Smith
Antoinette and David Snead
Nancy and Alexander Sobieski
Helene Sokal
Marion and Myron Soled
Leila and Ronald Solomon
Jean and Vincent Sommese
Elaine Staley
J. Robert Starkey
Barbara and Robert Starr
Lois Steinberg
Joy and Justin Stone
Muriel F. Storey
Ellen Harold and Robert Streeter
Rosemarie Sullivan
Joseph L. Tabourne
Mary Ellen Taggart
Douglas Taylor and Marjorie Royle
Sarah O’Leary and Elliott Pepperman
James Terrill and Gail Perlberg
Robert Tahton
Linda and Arthur Thomas
Patricia M. Thomas
Katherine and Paul Thornton
Ann and Charles Thurlow
Donnie D. Thurmond
Karen Toeppeer
Karen and Ron Topham
Gayle and Robert Topper
Robert L. Tortoriello
Juli Shea and S. Glimer Towell
Valerie and Douglas Trai
Rosemary Cauilk and John Trosky
Sheryl and Roger Tucker
Grizel Ubrrry
Elaine Hoffman and Neil R. Ullman
Leslie Unger
Jeanne K. Van Steen
Carol Eveleens and Dale Vanyo
Joy Veron and Amy Veron
Patrick S. Vidaver
Milagros Soto and Antonio Villegas Jr.
Elizabeth Vinegra
Frank A. Viscomi
Barbara Coleman Wallace
Joan Walsh
Marsha and Clifford Walton
Claire J. Warlikowski
Hanie and Jerry Warshaw
Pamela and Eugene Wasserman
Elizabeth Ann Watkins
Justin Watrel
Sarah and Barry Wechsler
Howard and Howard Weiser
Valerie Wilson Wesly and Richard Wesley
Dana Williams and Mark Williams
Don Wiss
Barbara Wolko
Janet and Brian Wright
Alison Beringer and Rick Wright
Robin Wright
Francene and Daniel Yablonsky
Wael Qathan and Jose Zelaya
Teresa Zigh
Barbara and Edward Zinbarg
Jennifer and Daniel Zinman
Janet Zuckerman

FAMILY $80

Ryon Aguirre
Cindie Anapolsky and Tina Anapolsky
Delores and Charles Anderson
Jessica and William Andrews
Anonymous
Catalina Aranguren
Remi Arcencibia
Wendy and Tim Armacost
Tammy Tiranasar and Benjamin Ashfield
Fany and Juan Ayala
Professor Samuel Ayala and Evelyn Ayala
Nancy and James Bargmann
Maureen Strazdon and Victor Barry
Sue and Joe Bazela
Susan and Gerald Beatty
Sheree and Fred Bennett
Barbara Berger
Anne and Aaron Bigalow
Heather Cook and Greg Bikofsky
Rosemary Bisio
Elizabeth and E. A. Grosvenor Blair
Conna Blakes-Thompson
Noel and Joseph Bonk
Pam and Galen Booth
Jude and John Bove
Marie Brevil and Abi Gaelle Brevil
Alyse Ward and Jeff Brown
Martha and Richard Brua
Kathleen and John Burkhart
Valerie LaPorte and William David Burns
Tawana and Blaine Burnett
Leonette Butler
Linda B. Cane
Rosemary and Vito Caprio
Eyana and Vince Cardillo
Margaret Schilling and Edwin Carne
Jacqueline Bello and Peter Carmel
Michelle Miller and Brian Carpenter
Joanne McGhee and Terrance Carr
Aleandra Ceja
Felice Celikyo
Judy and Al Chadourne
Hedy Hartman and Andrew Chait
Olena Nesteruk and Ovidiu Chpirau
Sang R. Cho
Elena and Stephen Chopek
Lancey Clough
Carol and Andrew Cohen
Patricia Colbert
Pamela Bedell and Robert Bedell
Susan Black and Tom Black
Howard and Howard Weiser
Valerie Wilson Wesley and Richard Wesley
Dana Williams and Mark Williams
Don Wiss
Barbara Wolko
Janet and Brian Wright
Alison Beringer and Rick Wright
Robin Wright
Francene and Daniel Yablonsky
Wael Qathan and Jose Zelaya
Teresa Zigh
Barbara and Edward Zinbarg
Jennifer and Daniel Zinman
Janet Zuckerman

18
Leigh Daniel
Annette Altamore and Ricardo Davila
Barbara and George Dawson
Maria De Bella
Shannon Kirk and Jason DeBriere
Vivian Demas
Stephanie Leonidas and Seneg Derenoncourt
Tanisha and Joshua Dixon
Yaossi Wussinu and Jean Baptiste Doh
Mary Donaldson-Carson
Mandy Tenner and Michael Dorfman
Rita and Michael Dory
Shirley Hagans-Dover and Derrick Dover
Mary Ellen Doyle
Toby and Michael Dresdner
Kathy Duke Jackson
Mark Covey and Israel Ehrisman
Alexander Elbaz
Rochelle Evans
Jill and Ed Faherty
Kathleen Galop and Philip Falco
Linda and William Farrell
Ann Hartnett and Peter Feda
America Fernandez
Dawn and Joseph Fiore
Carolyn Foote
Peyton Jefferson and Nigel Freeman
Gerald Fried
Bernice Friedman
Gail Waimon and Leonard C. Friedman
Rita Friedman
Elaine P. Frost
George Fuller
Lucy Gambino
Linda Garbaccio
Gloria Gardner and Jacqueline Gardner
Elizabeth and James Gibbs
Matt Glass
Vikram Gokuldat
Robert Gold
Marian Raab and Matthew Goldstein
Brad Goodwin
Sarah Jacobs and Ted Gordon
Claire and Milton Gottlieb
Gilbert J. Grant
Patricia and Frank Grapes
Jean and Francis Griffin
Rosemary Grober
Marcia and Ken Grossman
Marion and Jerry Guerrera
Connie and Don Guida
Maureen Hagan
Heather and Bryan Hamilton
Yvonne Hamilton
Bette and Lonnie Hanauer
Phyllis Hancock
Jenny Pollack and Rob Handelman
Ollie and Eric Hartsfield
Virginia and Russell Hawkins
Nina Simmons and Maureen Hayes
Carrie Hayter
Lois Goldman and Hal Hochhauser
Dorothea and Edward Hoffner
Amy Hopwood
Ronnie and Arthur Horn
Candace Hundley
Theresa Hunt
Davida and Steve Isaacson
Regina and Jafar Jackson
Constance James
Priscilla Janusz
Helen and Martin Jeiven
Florence and Robert Jennes
Christine Roque Jimenez and Michael Jimenez
Guy Johnson
Mary Lee and David Jones
Robert Jordan
Deborah Feldman-Kahn and
Stephen Kahn
Christine and Ricky Kamil
Barbara and Robert Kaplan
Trent Oliver and Brian Kelly
Rosanne Lufrano and Kevin Kelly
Sandra and George Kenny
Lauren Havens and Jeremy Kimball
Melody Kimmel
Isaac King
John Kissane
Judy Kornick
Heather Boshak and Paul Kotlewski
Karen Kushla
Suzanne and Gary Kwiatkowski
Thomas S. Larson
Hee Sop Lee
Ju N. Lee
Lynda and Theodore Leo
Rosemarie and Nicholas LeRose
Leah and Gregory Leto
Phillip Lewis Paley
Leonie and Wilfred Lewis
Irene and Steven Lieberman
Daniel Light
Kathryne Hall and Jon Lindsay
Steven Little
Janet Loengard
Ruth Lufkin
Alison Poe and Timothy Lyons
Cheryl Mackey
Joan and Walter Maier
Ticiana and Michael Maloney
Susan and Howard Mandelbaum
Denise and Kenneth Marcell
Uni Berrie Marchese
Fay and Robert Marchman
Diane and Dave Mariano
Amy and Steven Marcus
Celeste McCray
Cheryl McDaniel
Michael McVeigh
Janice C. Mensah
Janice and Michael Metzger
Sarah Meyer
Shelley Sherer and Mark Miller
Joan Minneci and P. Minneci
Keri Logosso Misurell and Justin Misurell
Antonia Moser
Anna Moss
Laura Stinchcomb and John Mossawir
Mary J. Murphy
Rosalind and Arnold Mytelka
Susan and Stuart Nacher
Valley Nadira Nash and Mikal Nash
Gail Neldor
Rex Nobles
Jeanne Nocella
Lois Mann and Carl Norris
F. Nana Ofosu-Amaah
Rose Ooosting
Christina Ryan and Stuart Ort
Amy and Stephen Owens
Makiko and Jeffrey Parsons
Rebecca Blumenstein and Alan Paul
Lisa Perkins
Cynthia Wills and Victor Peterson
Laura Phillips
Jayme Pineda
Nancy and William Presnell
Kristin Fliss and Dennis Quinlan
Susan Rabinowitz
Jo-Ann Raines
Lewis Rayburn
Dolores Reed and Stephanie Reed
Madalena Ribeiro
Henriann Robins
James Robinson
Sally Roessier
Analilia Mejia and Robert Rogers
Alex Mahoney and Frederick Rollenhagen
Enola R. Romano
Claire Rubin
Lindsey and Michael Sag
Ann Hollinger and Yaakov Saturen
Peter M. Schaeffer
Rachel Schwarz and Marc Schiffrman
Denise Schultz
Krysta and Sheldon Senek
Cassandra Adams and Eric Severson
Jana Porter and Connie Seymore-Porter
Cathleen Mitchell and Ranier Schwabe
Ginger Garrett and Nurudin Sharif
Elizabeth and Michael Shiflett
Jill Lagerstrom and Peter Shoemaker
Keiva and Chris Shults
Cristina and Jason Sieira
Nancy and Edward Simmons
Erika Sinche
...
The Honorable Dennis Dowd and Mary Dowd
Marsha and Joel Dowshen
Diana and Phil Dumont
Sonia and Brian Duncan
Blanche and David Eaton
Alice and Glenn Engel
Gloria C. Essoka
Marylou and Irwin Facher
Ellen A. Farrell
Mary Knowles and Steve Feldberg
Marjorie and Barry D. Feldman
Lucila and Jorge Fernandez
Marianne and Bob Ficarra
Rose and John Flanagan
Charlotte and Steven Frank
Zoila and Jose Freire
Barbara Alper and Edmond Fursa
Ana and Antonio Gautier
Amrita and Joseph Gibaldi
Alice W. Gibson
Christine and Steven Glazer
Sylvia and Howard Goldbas
Mindy Goldberg
Alice Goldfarb
Rona and Stephen Goldfarb
Miriam Golob
E. Austin Goodwin
Rose and Raymond Gordon
Angela and Mark Graceffo
Irene and Jerome Green
Catherine and Wayne Greenfeder
Barbara Greenfield
Doris and Peter Griffin
Erika Jackson and Rahiem Grimsley
Carol and James Grossman
Suzanne and Joseph Guariglia
Patricia Guida
Joan and John Gulick
Jean Crichton and Robert Gunhouse
Amy Singer and Mark Hahlbeck
Megan and Paul Hartley
The Honorable Jim Hely and Lois Hely
Shirley Jenkins and Reginald Henderson
Marjorie and William Henning
Priscilla and Tomas Henson
Yeon Soo Son and Jason Hernandez
Daniel Radoff and Thomas Hill
Maryann and Joseph Holtsclaw
Judith and Edgar Howells
Rea and David Hunter
Suzanne Hurting
Tenjin Ikeda
Lois and Martin Infeld
Judith and Michael Israel
Hanako and Roland Iwahashi
Rose and Gilbert Jackson
Linda and Melvin Jacobs
Amelia Rocto-James and Michael James
Florence and Robert Jennes
Deborah Ann Jensen
Melissa Hager and Curtis Johnson
Deborah Gilbert and Reuben Johnson
Roberta and Richard Kahn
Barbara and John Kalemkerian
Moshe Kam
Leslie and Joe Kantor
Liane Thatcher and Kerry Keane
Mary Jo Ward and Regis Keane
Kathleen and Thomas Kelly
Jane Kendall
The Honorable Howard Kestin and Joan Kestin
Patricia and John Kieser
Jane and Jeff Kinkle
Kathy Wilson Marylou Kirk
Irene and David Klein
Harriett and Paul Klein
Nancy Perlman and Michael Knott
Jennifer Reyes and Thomas Koeberling
Dr. Carole M. Shaffer-Koros and Mr. Robert Koros
Lois Kugelman
Suzanne Henning and John Kosowitz
George M. Kramer
Ann and Carl Kraus
Lois Kugelman
Joe Curci and Farsad Labbauf
Joanne Lardiere
Nancy and John Lasser
Florine Lathan
Erwin Lawson
Louise Le Goff
Susan and Peter Lederman
Elizabeth Wolf and Andrew Lee
Paula A. Whitlock and A. Bryan Lees
Ann B. Lesk
Kathleen and Gerald Leventhal
Tara Levy
Carleton Lewis
Dancing Liu
Marie Della Pella and Lucy Loux
Diana and Joe Lunin
Mikey and Marty Lustberg
Alicia James and Rajiv Malhotra
Susan FitzGibbon and James Mallock
Carolyn and Peter Maloney
Phyllis and Alan Mankoff
Alexandra Mann-Nelson and Chris Mann
Aileen Marcantonio
Jennifer and Edward Markham
Divakar Masilamani
Debra and David Maurer-Hollaender
Clara and Arthur May
Kevin McCarthy
Barbara Ann Tracey and Bruce McCutcheon
Vicky and Richard McGlynn
Sophie Haas and Bonnie McKenna
Karen McLane Torian
Brenda and Joseph Menker
Muriel and Ronald Millman
Andrea Silkowitz and Ken Minsky
Wendy Jones and David Mitchell
Sam Thomas and Donald Mitchell
John Mitchell
Linda Moore
Jane and Bernard Morgan
Marilyn Murray
Sara and Jason Neukirchner
Laura and David Nial
Frank Niccoletti
Lisa Noonan
Elizabeth and Charles Northshield
Kathleen and John Nye
Marion O’Neill
Marilyn and Morton Olin
Catherine and Edwin S. Olsen
Barbara and Kevin Olsen
Donna and Mehmet Ozbalikcigiller
Maria and Manuel Pata
Krishma and Abhay Patel
Carol Paul
Joann O’Connor and Juan Perez
Beverly Perlman
Nora and Robert Peyton
Marta and Carl Pfaffenberger
Esther and John Pivarnik
Dorothy L. Presley
Blossom and Irwin Primer
Anneke Prins Simons
Sharon Resnick
Mike Roberts
Kathleen and Jeffrey Robinson
Carol and Richard Rombough
Tania and Jose Roque
Enid Friedman and Paul I. Rosenberg
Lorraine and John Russo
Agnes I. Rymer, Esq.
Claudia and Alan Sanders
Norma Messing and Harold Sarvetnick
Barbara and Neal Schatz
Cynthia and Arthur Schechner
Mary Beth and John Scherer
Lyn Rosensweig and Bruce Schelwar
Arnold Schoen
Peg Seip and Anthony Schuman
Elizabeth and Peter Scudder
Scott Seale
Regina Shanklin
Bonnie and Theodore Shapiro
Roseann and Charles Sharo
Ellen Shinberg
Judith L. Shneyer
Arlene and Ron Silkovitz
Carol and Michael Simon
Hinda and Robert Silcien
Ronald Smith
Miriam and Robert Sochor
Margaret Adam and Jack Somer
John Sowell
Ruth and Paul Steck
The Reverend Gregory J. Studerus
Frances Sullivan
Karen Dechino and Charlee Swanson
Emma Fonseca and Darren Swazo
Peggy and Caesar Sweitzer
Kathryn and David Szilagyi
Ruby Ingram and Cheryl Taylor
Janet Bjugan and Richard Toglia
Susan and Stuart Topper
Alice Reid and S. Bleecker Totten
Edlo Troupe
Del and Ben Turgelsky
Michael Underwood
Barbara M. Van Doren
Sheila Vaswani
Lesley R. Vidich and Thomas T. Volk
Mary and Walter Voytus
Elizabeth and Joseph Wagner
Ronald E. Walcott
Carol and Donald Welsch
George Wheatle Williams
Shirley White
David Wilkinson
Norbert R. Wirsching
Michael W. Woodland
Anne Hirs and David Yennior
Roseanna and John Zoubek
Minnette N. Zweben

INDIVIDUAL $60
Kathy Adams
Marilyn Adler
Alexis Alvarez
Sylvia Amato
Gabrielle Ambrozia
Patricia A. Amyx
Mia Andersen
George Anderson
Beverly Apple
Leslie Arthur
Rehimm Babaoglu
Muriel Badgley
Julia V. Baker
Josephine Barreiro
Carol Berdy
Karen B. Bergin
Barbara Biondo
Veronica L. Bishop
Amy Bitterman
Nancy S. Blum
Carol Blumenfeld
Janet M. Bonar
Abby Bond
Joan K. Borneman
Steffanie Boyle
Curtis W. Branch
Borna Briggs
Ann Marie Briscese
Janet L. Broughton
Cecelia M. Brown
Joan Brown
Frances Bryant
Sharon Burke
Ursula Burke
Mary Ellen Byrne
Lenore G. Cahn
Patricia L. Capawana
Anna Cashin
Eleanor Cicerchi
Victoria Clement
Susan Cook
Beatty Page Cramer
Virginia B. Crawford
Joyce H. Czerwinski
John Dagostino
Ellen Davis
Georgette Deroche
Elizabeth Digregorio
Beatrice Disman
Ana Paula Domiciano
Marion Donovan
Peggy Dougherty
Madeline Dreifus
Robbie Drossner
Gayle Duras
Iris Dyson
John A. Egan
Barbara Eglow
Jeanne R. Eisele
Steven L. Eisenpreis
Elizabeth Emery
Judith W. Ennis
Jeremy Farrell
Suzanne Fast
Joyce Faucette Farmer
Wanda Faulcon Davis
Joyce Fernicola
Rosalind Fischell
Yeda Fish
Alice Fishman
Tanya Fitzgerald
Christian Francke
Donna Franzonia
Joan Gantz
Welthy L. Garges
John D. Goldsmith
Thomas戈etz
David W. Greene
The Family of Robert George Greene, M.D.
Wilma J. Grey
Harriet Grodberg
Sue Gronewold
Liza Gross

Susan Haiken
Kathryn Harris
Joyce Haskins
Doris Hettmansberger
Mimi Heyman
Doris Hillson
Harriet J. Hirsch
Jane K. Hochberg
Wendell P. Holbrook
Barbara Howard
Ellen Hulme
Erin Hummel
James R. Jackson, Jr.
Gregory Jacobs
Leslie Jenkins
Esther Jennis
Demetra Jones
Iris Jones
Sharon Jones
Lois E. Jotz-Walsh
Enice Kahn
Andrea Kanoc
Sharon Katzman
Rhonda Kearse
Catherine Keim
Elizabeth Kelleher
Richard D. Kiker
Andrea E. Kircher
Ulrike Kloppers
Roxanne M. Knott-Kuczbskoi
Lou Koehler
Paul Kopf
Penelope Kulko
Suzanne La Croix Robinson
Michael J. La Place, Jr.
Harriet Lainer
Mrs. Vera Lasser
Terry Last
Michael A. Lea
Joann Lebenger
Patricia Leonardis
Katherine Lessersohn
Ruth Liston
Jane Littles
Annette Littman
Mary Catherine Lotter
Marcia Mack
Annette Mackie
Lois C. Macknik
Jasmine D. Malloy
Nevaeh Manning
Jennifer Markovitz
Paulina Marks
Linda Mass
Ramelle Massey
Nancy Masterson
Jean Mattle
Elizabeth Mattson
William W. May
Susan Mayers
Rosetta McDaniel
Lynn McFarlane
Jessica Mcmasters
June Moinester
Linda Morris
Kimberly Moss
Elin Mueller
Lynne Mueller
Cheryl A. Myrie
Alan Nacht
Michael Nieves
Mark Nolden
Kerry O’Brien
Sylvia Organ
Jackie Panzer
Patricia Parker
Dr. William A. Peniston
Irene Perello
Harriet Perlmutter
Rocco Petrozzi
Lori Platzman
Pauline Pollack
Barbara Pollard
Phoebe Pollinger
Maureen B. Power
Cynthia Price
Frank Puccio
Felix Raspall
Elsa W. Reich
Lionel Robinson
Kathleen A. Roche
William T. Rogers III
Anjeannine Romero
Eileen Rosen
Josaine Royster
Sue Z. Rudd
Sandra Ruffin
Jennifer Saal
Diane Salek
Carl Santiago
Daryl Savage
Norma Schechner
Lucille B. Schechter-Chanin
Susan Schnell
Diane Scotland
Margo Seaman
Josephine Sears
Freeholder Patricia Sebold
Sharon Segall
Celine Segda
Karen Shannon
Norma Sheffield
Carol Sherman
Renee Sherman
Nancy K. Sichel
Mimi Simpkins
Katie Singer
Mary-Ellen Skenyon
Denise Smiley-McDonald
Elly Smilow
Marilyn Smilowitz
Doreen Smith
Trevor Smith
Merrie Snead
Marie Dybczak Somers
In Sook Song, M.D.
Mary J. Soriano
Betty Spiropoulos
Anna E. Staiger
Wilbert Stevens
Anita Strauss
Shawn Sturdivant
Barbara Talbot
Laurie Taylor
Patricia M. Thornton
Willie H. Thorpe
Patricia Ann Tiensch
Carol Tiffany
Susan Tilis
Phyllis Triarsi
Ms. Lorraine M. Tully
Brenda Velasco
Elizabeth A. Vetell
Karlyn Volk
Julie L. von Schrader
Marilyn Wald
Judy Waller
Mary Ellen Walter
Yvette Warren Hayes
Karen Wertheimer
Louella Jean West
Deborah Whitaker
Barbara White
Enid Winkoff
John Wood
Richard Wood
Tom Wood
Elvira Young

ACTIVE MILITARY/VETERAN $50
Felicia F. Davis
Augusta Kimble
William J. Louisa
Steven W. Ross

EDUCATOR $50
Rita L. Higgins
Valerie Jones
Anna Marie Natale
Christina Strasburger
Tracy and Jerry Turco
Philip Yourish

SENIOR $50
Deborah J. Abrams
Ethel E. Abrams
James Abruzzo
Norma Adams
Charlotte Adler-Wernick
Karin Ahmed
Carol R. Anderson
Rosario Andujar
Jane C. Anginer
Anonymous (2)
Mrs. Beatrice S. Antell
Sheila Appel
Lawrence Armenti
Ronnie W. Armuth
Rosemary A. Arndt
Cathy Asch
Susan Auth
Carol Azzaretti
Deborah Bailey
Audrey Baker
Ida Ballard
Robert J. Ballas
Dorothy Balwah
Donna Barabas
Barbara D. Barnes
Priscilla Barowclough
Linda Barucky
Darnley Beckles
Mary A. Beckwith
Margaret Bendtsen
Carolyn Benton
Judit Berdy
Susan Berlin
Alan Bernstein
Ruth Bernstein
Nancy S. Bigelow
Fran Blackman
Elaine Blank
Rosalind Blinder
Dorothy Blostein
Constance Blount
Paula Blum
Naomi P. Blumenfeld
Matthew R. Bocchino
Mary Boehm
Joan C. Boillod
Karen J. Bonislawski
Myron Borden
Ellen Borker
Virginia W. Bosler
Grace Bradley
Marie-Louise Brauch
Joseph A. Braun
Miriam S. Braun
Lyle Brehm
Arlieh Brown
Betty J. Brown
Elaine K. Brown
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursula Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellington L. Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen B. Brunner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathy D. Bucholtz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessie Burns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jo Ann Burrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene Byers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis Cain, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griselle Camacho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosalind Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudy Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Capers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise Castronova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Cathey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doreen Cavolo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolores Christy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petra Chu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret A. Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleanor Clarke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gail R. Clemons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward A. Clydesdale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geraldine Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol L. Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dianne Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rona Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan L. Cohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoffrey M. Connor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin W. Cotler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Coxson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lois Crawley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Croman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxanne Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Cruse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria Currey-Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryann Davidson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norma L. Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonia De Simone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Del Collo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lois R. Densky-Wolff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann P. Desiderio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Dickerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanda Dobrygowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilda Donofrio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Ruth Dorn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Dreher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Dunn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Eaton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roslyn Edgerton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Eisner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele M. Elia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sondra Elkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Esposito</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rita S. Fand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter M. Fannon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Helen Farber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyce Farr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maureen Farrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audree Feldman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Fezell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Filandro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ina Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita Fishman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Ford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Foss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan M. Foster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Frank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsha Freedman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis Freedman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Freitag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra J. Frierson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Norma Fuerst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Furman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence Furman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Gaffney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elvira Gallashaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Gallo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen M. Galop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ira A. Gash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Geller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kay Geter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Gilbert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruthie Ginsberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise Givens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Glasssmith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Gluck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene E. Gnarra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn L. Goldberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly S. Goldfarb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanche Goldstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Goodfriend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desiree Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberta Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Greenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn R. Greenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian Greene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan E. Greenwald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Groeller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Gronwald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet Grose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Gunthorpe-Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynne Guss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Ann Guy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamie Hale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Haller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl I. Hamilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Hamilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia A. Hammond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara M. Hampton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Harding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olden Hardy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Harold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilma Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toby Harwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miriam Hassell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgie Hassell-Staley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Havens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Hawley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motoko Hayashi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libby Heller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Heller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Hennes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Henrion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floren Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Herron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dottie Hiebing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingrid Hirsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juanita Hobbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth A. Hoeffner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Holcomb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mel Holston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Horne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yvonne Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauline J. Howard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John C. Howell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Hulanick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Hyans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Ivey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernice Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara J. James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Jefferson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol T. Jenkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary K. Jensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur B. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viola G. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel A. Kaslow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet Kaufman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine M. Kearney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth A. Keat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Kerstner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary A. King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel W. Kitchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Kohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry Komisaruk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Korey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice A. Kosowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Koutsafes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Kram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris Krol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Kulesa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ina Labiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris LaMar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanette Lamb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Elliott G. Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thelma Leff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene Leiwant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miriam Leopold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Levine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THANK YOU TO ALL OUR MEMBERS FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT.
DEDICATE
a seat to a friend or family member

CELEBRATE
a special occasion or milestone

HONOR
a retiring colleague or loved one

Billy Johnson Auditorium Tribute Program

A visit to the Newark Museum is a journey through world cultures. Dedicate a seat to a loved one in the Billy Johnson Auditorium while also providing vital operating support.

For $1,500, personalize a brass plaque, which will be permanently secured to the armrest.

Funding supports the inclusive, inspiring programs and services that the Newark Museum has delivered to diverse audiences for more than a century.

For more information:
Please contact the Development Office at 973.596.6491 or msaliola@newarkmuseum.org.